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Lynn W

on
03/19/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is one of the best rated 9mm pistols on the market and it truly has earned this distinction! A great gun, shoots flawlessly, never jams regardless of the ammo.
Buds was great as they always are! 











Thomas G

on
02/27/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Cz 75 , where do you go from here? Awesome handgun, put fiber optics and a lighter mainspring and wow it's a machine. 











Garret W

on
08/25/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Legendary firearm. Great accuracy, reliability. All steel construction coupled with 9mm make for very consistent follow upshots if firing rapidly. Time tested. Probably the most proven combat sidearm on the planet. You will not regret this purchase. 











Nicholas P

on
10/04/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Truly an amazing piece of firearms engineering. I've fed five boxes of ammo through this bad boy without a single feeding problem or jam yet. The grip feels very secure in hand, great ergonomics, conveniently-placed safety is easy to disengage with either hand when at the ready. Some people don't like the slide design because of less real estate to grip and rack the slide, but I think it gives you plenty of room to work with, especially with the frame-mounted safety. I can't speak for the normal 75 B trigger, but the Omega trigger is smooth as silk and has barely any pull whatsoever when firing single-action. Well worth the cost, in my opinion, and a steal at that. I honestly don't have anything bad to say about this piece. Thanks, Buds! 











William B

on
02/06/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Wow. Center target from 7 yards first shot. I am very happy with the accuracy and smooth shooting by this pistol. I bought it for my wife who had pain shooting small .380s for home defense use but I felt .380 was weak for home defense. I thought more mass with a slightly larger round would work well for her. She loved it and we have a keeper here. Fits well in her hand and keeps it cocked and locked in the bedroom when I'm on the road. All's good at home...... Thanks to Buds Gun Shop. 











Mark G

on
04/04/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Had this pistol about 6 months. Natural shooter and very reliable. CZ75 is a wonderful pistol and I like it about as much as my XDM and more than my Glock 19. But.... I don't like the newer Omega trigger near as much as the original. Mine has much more creep than the trigger in the older CZs. Also, unlike the P07, I can't switch this over to a decocker. That caught me by surprise as I'd assumed this could be done. That is annoying as it is the same trigger in the P07 and CZ makes a big deal about how easy it is to switch to decocker with it. Finally, about the same time, I also bought a SAR B6 for about half the price of the CZ. Admitedly, a polymer frame on the B6 and no night sights, but it is a CZ clone and has proven every bit as good a shooter as the CZ. So, I'm dinging the CZ on the Omega trigger and relative value compared to the SAR B6. I'll also note that I am so impressed with the SAR B6 that I am now looking at buying a SAR K2. Those Turks build some nice guns. 











Stephen C

on
02/28/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have to give this handgun 5 stars, CZ makes a great product and there isn't much I can add to the CZ75 that has not been said before, it's a standard for 9mm handguns. 











Charlie S

on
02/22/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Another top-notch product from CZ; form, fit, finish, & function could not be better. Highly recommend this pistol to anyone in the market for a full-size, steel frame, 9 mm sem-iauto. Pistol arrived promptly in spite of the "stretched" market at the time. As usual service from Buds was outstanding. This is one of more than a few firearms I have purchased from Bud and assuredly it will not be the last. Thanks Buds, you have a customer for life!! 











Mark C

on
01/31/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










As with other reviewers, I expected to receive my Omega with 3 magazines. Per the reviews, I also expected the gun to come with night sights. However, it came with 2 mags and standard 3 dot sghts. My FFL invoice (shipped with the gun) included this: “Item Description: CZ 91113 CZ75 OMEGA 9MM 16RD NS 3MAG”. NS for night sights; 3MAG for 3 magazines. I contacted CZ directly and they took care of me (thankfully). For what it's worth, a CZ rep told me the Omega was likely shipped in different configurations to Buds. The earlier configuration had all the goodies; most recent one, not. Apart from that, very nice firearm! My son also just purchased the "BD" (De-cocker) version of this gun from Buds. 











James S

on
01/23/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Luv this gun whats not like to like bought 1 so pleased. Ordered 2 more to 2 differsnt dealers and picked them up several days apart each was missing a clip got 2 instead of 3 I will not be returning the guns it is still a good deal I luv Buds but nobody answers the phone ---- so I know you guys are under alot of preasure - who would of thunk all this would be have happening I trust we will work this out soon - will be sending a registered letter and look to work this all out in your good time. Good luck to us all keep up the good work. 











James S

on
01/23/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Luv this gun whats not like to like bought 1 so pleased. Ordered 2 more to 2 differsnt dealers and picked them up several days apart each was missing a clip got 2 instead of 3 I will not be returning the guns it is still a good deal I luv Buds but nobody answers the phone ---- so I know you guys are under alot of preasure - who would of thunk all this would be have happening I trust we will work this out soon - will be sending a registered letter and look to work this all out in your good time. Good luck to us all keep up the good work. 











Morgan C

on
01/18/2013




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Love my new CZ and excellent shipping from Buds, however it only came with 2 magazines. Not sure what happened to the 3rd. Tried calling Buds and they said that it should have come from CZ with 3 magazines. Pretty disappointed in regards to this. 











James T

on
01/09/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The CZ 75 Omega lives up to its reviews. Solid Firearm, night sights are a big plus. This was my first purchase from Bud's and in spite of the Holiday Rush, I received it within 5 days. Have not shot the gun as much as I had wanted due to the ammo shortage in 9mm....but have put about 100 rounds through it and it is a Keeper. Would highly recommend theh CZ to anybody thinking about purchasing one! Very Solid! 











Kevin H

on
01/02/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










WOW! I always liked the looks of the CZ 75 and finally jumped on this one when it came up. Read a lot of negatives about the OMEGA trigger group; however, after putting 100 rounds through this bad boy I have nothing bad to say. Not much of a double action shooter so I can't comment on "how good" that portion works as opposed to others, but I can tell you that shooting single action mode is pretty darned good. 3 magazines to boot. Don't hesitate on this one. Ended up selling my PT 92 and that was my favorite 9mm. 











James S

on
12/30/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fell in luv with the Browning Hi power 25 years ago. This gun does it proud for sure. Just shot 50 rounds through it - What a piece of work. Looking to get better with this work of art Still Luv You Hi Power - 











Greg A

on
12/27/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My first CZ and I am thrilled with the product as well as Buds service. This gun is accurate and fun to shoot. The omega trigger is nice but not amazing (yet, I've read they improve with use). I've already put about 850rds through. 











Charles G

on
12/27/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Ordered online last thursday night 12/20, took delivery on 12/26 at my local FFL. Fast service from Buds despite Christmas rush. I bought this item sight unseen but based upon obvious design cues from Browning HiPower. Sold my old Glock 19 of 20 years to buy this one. Never liked the Glock due to poor balance, recoil, hand feel, and just plain ugly, but it was always reliable and functional as hell. The CZ was oily, so had to disassemble and clean up. Went to range today. Put three clips through it in rapid succession due to crowded range conditions. Very accurate. This thing is a real beauty for hand feel, balance, mild recoil, and overall fit and finish. The only thing I don't like is that I like to carry hammer down, one in the pipe, safety off, and this one has a hammer spring too tight to easily thumb cock when drawing from holster. I'll have to rely on DA first trigger pull. Not a big deal, but not my preference. Overall, I am seriously pleased with this pistol. Only wish it was SAO with a bigger hammer surface area. 











Justin B

on
12/15/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The 75b Omega with 3 magazines and tru-dot night sights is an excellent value from buds. The gun itself came packaged in a lockable plastic case with instruction manual, plastic cleaning rod, nylon cleaning brush, and 3 magazines. Also included was a scan or computer generated model of the test target at 25 meters. Fit and finish is excellent. Trigger is nice. First cz for me but for a da/sa service pistol it is more than acceptable. Using snap caps working the trigger in da about 200 rounds only made it nicer. 100 trouble free rounds of pmc 124g fmj was fun. Will shoot another 100 rounds of fmj and try out some sd ammo after. Happy with the service from buds and my ffl, giant city collectables. Would recommend this gun if you are looking for a steel frame service pistol in 9mm and would recommend buds guns. 











Dan D

on
12/14/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Received my CZ 75B Omega today. Delivery was a little slow but considering its the holiday season thats understandible. Inspected thoroughly at my FFL and the gun was perfect. Got it home and cleaned it up good and managed to put 50 rounds through it before it got dark. Very impressed with 1.5 in groups at 12 yards out of the box. The trigger pull feels nice compared to other 75's I've played with. Very happy with CZ for another fine 75. I'm sure I'll be doing business with Buds in the future. Looking foward to some more shooting. 











Rulon W

on
12/13/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun is worth twice it's value. The grip is like a 1911 even with the double stack mag. Nice weight and trigger pull, can't wait to go the the range. 











Charles S

on
11/26/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a wonderful gun. Out of the box shooting effortless clover leaf groups and the gun just seems to want more. Bud's service was a bit slow, but I will attribute that to the order being placed near the holidays. The increase in business that results from that time of year is always detrimental to efficiency. Love CZ's and will probably order another one in the near future, but will probably wait until well after the holidays before working with Bud's again because it took so long for them to process the order after the FFL was received. 











Chase D

on
11/15/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is the BEST pistol CZ has to offer hands down! You get the greatness of the legendary CZ 75 with an improved trigger, night sights, extended magazine release, and an extra magazine for about $20 more than the standard CZ 75. It took about a week for this gun to be at my FFL dealer, and when I inspected the gun I must say it was perfect fit and finish. It came in a cool new style of box and if you are used to CZ's previous cases for their firearms then this is way nicer. This is my 7th CZ firearm, and I am telling you that you will be impressed with this pistol. Kudos to CZ and Buds for an amazing pistol and price. 











Jeremy C

on
11/13/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very impressive deal from CZ and Bud's. It is the classic 75B, but with the new Omega trigger system, Night Sights, Beavertail grip, and extended mag release. I could not find a lot of info on this model before this purchase. There were a few rumors of these being built for a foreign Military / Police contract that fell through and them now being available to the public. This is my 4th CZ, and my 1st 75B. So far, this has also been the best deal on a CZ yet. New and improved packaging, Tru Glo night sights, and 3 magazines. If you've bought mags from CZ before, you know they run about $42 each. The night sights and extra mag make this item a steal by themselves. Item arrived in perfect shape. Fit and finish were perfect. Lovely cosmoline to clean off. Processing from Bud's was adequate. I have not had a chance to shoot the pistol yet, weather has been pretty bad lately, but I expect it to perform like my other 3 CZ's, like a champ. Very pleased and impressed. 75B's can be hard to come by at times. I've been waiting for one for awhile before this one came available and I couldn't be happier with it. Highly recommended. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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